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Dep. Nat. History and the museum originated from Norway's oldest scientific 
institution (Royal Norwegian Society of Sciences and Letters, est. 1760)



Datacurrator obligations

Бумбаяр

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:%D0%91%D1%83%D0%BC%D0%B1%D0%B0%D1%8F%D1%80&action=edit&redlink=1


About
● Data curator and Open 

Science advocate
● Freshwater ecologist
● Field based studies, 

and ..
● Large scale data 

synthesis and 
ecological forecasts 

Today
● Thematic area
● Approaches
● Example studies



A window to the past

On the importance of Natural history collections

A mirror of the future





Бумбаяр

Planetary Boundaries

Steffen et al. (2015). DOI: 10.1126/science.1259855

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:%D0%91%D1%83%D0%BC%D0%B1%D0%B0%D1%8F%D1%80&action=edit&redlink=1
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1259855


Бумбаяр

Planetary Boundaries

Steffen et al. (2015). DOI: 10.1126/science.1259855

“The notion of a ‘safe operating 
space for biodiversity’ is vague and 
encourages harmful policies. 
Attempts to fix it strip it of all 
meaningful content. Ecology is 
rapidly gaining insights into the 
connections between biodiversity 
and ecosystem stability. We have no 
option but to understand ecological 
complexity and act accordingly”

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:%D0%91%D1%83%D0%BC%D0%B1%D0%B0%D1%8F%D1%80&action=edit&redlink=1
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1259855
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tree.2017.10.004
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tree.2017.10.004


Big fish eat small fish

How the environmental drivers change biotic 
interactions and why it matters    

Shakespeare, Pericles, 1576
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Climate change
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Climate change

Direct effects of climate 
change
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Direct effects of climate 
change

Indirect effects through 
catchment processes

run-off
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Climate change

Direct effects of climate 
change

Indirect effects through 
catchment processes

run-off

Invasive species 

Hydromorphological 
alterations of habitat

Interactions



Environmental data:
● climate
● topography
● catchment 

characteristics 
● Connectivity 

matrix

Aggregated 
quantitative data: 

CPUE from 
literature

Individual data: 
raw gillnet data

Binary data: presence 
only, Presence-absence,  

introductions, 
extinctions

Data aggregation across national borders 



Data aggregation across national borders 



Facilitating reproducible and transparent workflows

https://www.draw.io/?page=Page&scale=auto#G1_v3Yje3JdA0Yj11YVmT-6fRxfYoNlWvZ


Case: forecasting introduction of invasives

https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1365-2664.13993
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1365-2664.13993


Why forecasting?

• Stop of spreading and early 
intervention in terms of 
eradication often only measure 
practical possible

• Need for structured and 
cost-effective monitoring 
schemes 

• Evaluation of spatial variation 
in risk of introductions



The native aliens

   | Jan Fekjan

https://artsdatabanken.no/Media/F33020


How?

Pintroduction = f(Phuman-dispersal, Pestablishment, Pnatural-dispersal )

Risk = Pintroduction X Pconsequence



Modeling establishment probability

Connectivity matrix

Known distribution

Climate data and forecasts
Environmental layers

Known introductions



Probability largest in large lakes, close to 
road, close to existing populations

Low
Medium
Large

Establishment probability influenced by several interacting 
factors



Probability of establishment

   | Jan Fekjan

https://artsdatabanken.no/Media/F33020


Consequences?

Risk = Pintroduction X Pconsequence

Biotic interactions and extinction risk of 
native species



Early work based upon regression approaches:
typically addressing species-pairs

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1365-2486.2010.02335.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/j.1365-2486.2010.02335.x


Joint species distribution modelling of the 
fennoscandian fish community

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/gcb.15888
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/gcb.15888


Joint species distribution modelling of the 
fennoscandian fish community

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/gcb.15888
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/gcb.15888


Biotic interactions modifies impacts of 
water-level fluctuations in reservoirs

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2017.10.268
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2017.10.268


Biotic interactions modifies impacts of 
water-level fluctuations in reservoirs



Data fra Northern European Lake Survey, 1995Illustrasjoner av ferskvannsfisk Bente Olesen Nyström. Lisens: Begrenset gjenbruk

How will effects of hydromorphological changes vary across 
biogeogrphical gradients (?)

https://www.jstor.org/stable/4314692


Climate change and increased DOC load of boreal lakes

https://www.nature.com/articles/srep31944#Sec4
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep31944#Sec4


Summary

● Establishment probability of invasives depend upon environmental factors in a 
predictable fashion  

● Species associations depend upon environmental variables, and can be 
predicted on a large scale

● Climate change will not only affect  biology per ce, but through effects of 
species associations also affect how the environment respond to other 
perturbations 




